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Evaluating Academic Legal Research in Europe 2019

legal academics in europe publish a wide variety of materials including books articles and essays in an assortment of languages and for a
diverse readership as a consequence this variety can pose a problem for the evaluation of academic legal research this thought provoking
book offers an overview of the legal and policy norms methods and criteria applied in the evaluation of academic legal research from a
comparative perspective

Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, December 2018 / Bulletin mensuel de statistique, d�cembre
2018 2019-01-16

each issue of the monthly bulletin of statistics mbs presents current economic and social statistics for more than 200 countries and
territories of the world written in french and english it contains over 50 tables of monthly and or annual and quarterly data on a variety
of subjects illustrating important economic trends and developments including population prices employment and earnings energy
manufacturing transport construction international merchandise trade and finance the annual subscription rate for the monthly bulletin of
statistics in print includes access to the mbs online

WHO consolidated guidelines on tuberculosis 2022-08-12

one of the targets of the sustainable development goals sdgs for the period 2015 2030 is to end the global tb epidemic in line with this
target the who end tb strategy approved by the world health assembly in 2014 calls for a 90 reduction in tb deaths and an 80 decrease in
the tb incidence rate by 2030 the strategy emphasizes the need for prevention across all approaches including infection prevention and
control ipc in health care services and other settings where the risk of mycobacterium tuberculosis transmission is high ipc practices are
vital to reduce the risk of m tuberculosis transmission by reducing the concentration of infectious droplet nuclei in the air and the exposure
of susceptible individuals to such aerosols initial who recommendations on tb ipc focused primarily on decreasing the risk of transmission in
health care facilities in resource limited settings 17 18 these initial recommendations were then expanded in 2009 to provide further guidance
on the use of specific measures for health care facilities congregate settings and households after the 2009 guidelines had been in effect for
almost 10 years the need for an update was anticipated to provide a revised evidence assessment reinforcing earlier recommendations and
linking to core components of effective ipc programmes overall the present updated guidelines also stress the importance of implementing ipc
measures in a systematic and objective way that prioritizes consideration of the hierarchy of ipc controls

Argentina 2018-10-26

this paper discusses argentina s first review under the stand by arrangement sba inflation consultation financing assurances review and
requests for rephasing augmentation waivers of nonobservance and applicability of performance criteria all performance criteria and the
structural benchmark for end june were met the authorities have proactively recognized that restoring stability in argentina will require a



significant reshaping of their policy program and have requested changes in the nature of imf support under the sba the authorities are
forcefully strengthening their policy program by eliminating the primary fiscal deficit in 2019 and targeting a primary surplus in 2020 the imf
staff supports the authorities request to modify the program supported by the sba

WHO Expert Committee on Biological Standardization 2019-08-13

this report presents the recommendations of a who expert committee commissioned to coordinate activities leading to the adoption of
international recommendations for the production and control of vaccines and other biological substances and the establishment of
international biological reference materials following a brief introduction the report summarizes a number of general issues brought to the
attention of the committee the next part of the report of particular relevance to manufacturers and national regulatory authorities
outlines the discussions held on the development and adoption of new and revised who recommendations guidelines and guidance documents
following these discussions who recommendations to assure the quality safety and efficacy of recombinant hepatitis e vaccines who
guidelines for the safe development and production of vaccines to human pandemic influenza viruses and influenza viruses with pandemic
potential and who guidelines for the safe production and quality control of poliomyelitis vaccines were adopted on the recommendation of
the committee in addition a who questions and answers guidance document on the evaluation of similar biotherapeutic product sbps was also
adopted with the committee recommending that it be posted on the who website subsequent sections of the report provide information on the
current status proposed development and establishment of international reference materials in the areas of antibiotics blood products and
related substances cellular and gene therapies in vitro diagnostics standards for use in public health emergencies and vaccines and related
substances a series of annexes are then presented which include an updated list of all who recommendations guidelines and other documents on
biological substances used in medicine annex 1 the above three who documents adopted for publication on the advice of the committee are then
presented as part of this report annexes 2 4 finally all additions and discontinuations made during the 2018 meeting to the list of
international standards reference reagents and reference panels for biological substances maintained by who are summarized in annex 5 the
updated full catalogue of who international reference preparations is available at who int bloodproducts catalogue en

European VAT and the Sharing Economy 2019-10-24

a breadth of new digital platforms has dramatically expanded the range of possibilities for exchanging anything required by business or
personal needs from accommodation to rides in the virtual marketplaces shaped and ruled by these novel matchmakers rather than by a single
centralized entity value is created through the granular interaction of many dispersed individuals by allowing instantaneous and smooth
interaction among millions of individuals platforms have indeed pushed the digital frontier farther and farther so as to include within it even
services once not capable of direct delivery from a remote location such as accommodation and passenger transport legal disruption is also
underway with foundational dichotomous categories such as those between suppliers and customers business and private spheres employees
and self employed no longer viable as organizational legal structures this is the essential background of the first book to relate what is
synthetically captured under the umbrella definition of sharing economy to key features at the core of european value added tax eu vat and
to look at the feasibility of a reformed eu vat system capable of addressing the main challenges posed by these new models of production
distribution and consumption of goods and services specifically the study analyses five legal propositions underpinning the current eu vat
system as the following taxable persons taxable transactions composite supplies place of supply rules and liability regimes for collection



and remittance of vat exploration of these five legal propositions is meant to assess the practical feasibility of shoehorning the main sharing
economy business models notably those available in the accommodation and passenger transport sectors into the framework of existing eu
vat provisions the author further draws on the normative standards of equality neutrality simplicity flexibility and proportionality to
test the reflexes of the current eu vat system in the sharing economy domain opportunities for reform of the current eu vat system are in turn
evaluated with each chapter including cogent proposals in the form of incremental and targeted amendments to the current eu vat provisions
as the first comprehensive analysis of the treatment of the sharing economy for vat purposes the book provides not only a theoretical
framework for future studies in the tax field but also indispensable practical guidance for vat specialists confronting daily with the many
challenges ushered in by the sharing economy moreover the various solutions and recommendations advanced in the book offer valuable
insights to international and national policymakers dealing with similar issues under other vat systems

May at 10 2020-09-08

theresa may has presided over the most dramatic and historic peacetime premiership for a century may at 10 tells the compelling inside story
of the most turbulent period in modern british politics for 100 years written by one of britain s leading political and social commentators
may at 10 describes how theresa may arrived in 10 downing street in 2016 with the clearest yet toughest agenda of any prime minister since
the second world war delivering brexit what follows defies belief or historical precedent this story has never been told including a
comprehensive series of interviews with may s closest aides and allies and with unparalleled access to the advisers who shaped her premiership
downing street s official historian anthony seldon decodes the enigma of the prime minister s tenure drawing on all his authorial experience he
unpacks what is the most intriguing government and prime minister of the modern era

Arbitration in Argentina 2020-11-17

this publication is the most comprehensive international book on arbitration in argentina it provides a complete description and analysis of
the historical and contemporary structure of arbitration law and practice in the country which is based on the uncitral model law its
chapters are authored by many of the most regarded argentine authorities many of whom are responsible for drafting argentina s current
arbitration regulation throughout its thirty one chapters the book covers an ample number of topics in commercial and investment
arbitration and an exhaustive analysis of arbitration in different specific fields energy sports consumers among others some of the topics
addressed in this book include the following regulatory framework of arbitration in argentina arbitration agreements arbitral proceedings
and the applicable law issues of arbitrability interim measures costs and financing of arbitrations validity recognition and enforcement of
awards arbitration and the mercosur this publication also includes some particular studies for example those related to the tensions
between investment arbitration and human rights as well as the relationship between the country and the icc and the pca although mainly
focused in argentina the discussions contained in several contributions exceed such geographical boundaries given that the law and practice
of arbitration in argentina has seen remarkable changes in recent decades this book is an essential tool for arbitrators judges in house
counsels global law firms large and medium sized companies doing transnational business interested academics and international arbitration
centres because this publication draws from the teachings and experience of leading academics and practitioners arbitration specialists will
find in it all the guidance needed to identify and assess the different theoretical and practical legal avenues available when working on
arbitrations with a seat in argentina or with an argentine element



A sustainable state pension 2010-11-03

this paper outlines the government s new plans for the timing of the increase in state pension age to 66 the pensions act 2007 legislated for
the state pension age to increase for both men and women to 66 by 2026 to 67 by 2036 and to 68 by 2046 but subsequent gains in average
life expectancy have outpaced the projections on which that timetable was based official projections for life expectancy for those reaching
65 in 2026 have increased by 1 5 years for men and 1 6 years for women the cost implications for maintaining the state pension are serious
the increased life expectancy means that just for those reaching state pension age this year the costs would increase by 6 5 billion over the
lifetime of that cohort women s state pension age is currently rising from 60 to be equalised with men s at 65 by 2020 to enable an increase
to 66 this timetable will be adjusted so that equalisation is reached in november 2018 the increase to 66 will then occur between december
2018 and april 2020 for both men and women the increase will be phased in at a rate of three months increase in state pension age every four
months this means that 4 9 million people will have their state pension age revised of which 4 4 million will have an increase of a year or less
it will result in 30 4 billion of savings between 2016 17 and 2025 26 which would otherwise have to be met by the working age population

The Price of Time 2022-07-07

the first book of the next crisis a history of interest rates by a leading financial commentator updated with a new postscript winner of the
2023 hayek book prize longlisted for the 2022 financial times business book of the year award all economic and financial activities take
place across time interest coordinates these activities the story of capitalism is thus the story of interest the price that individuals
companies and nations pay to borrow money in the price of time edward chancellor traces the history of interest from its origins in ancient
mesopotamia through debates about usury in restoration britain and john law s ill fated mississippi scheme to the global credit booms of the
twenty first century we generally assume that high interest rates are harmful but chancellor argues that whenever money is too easy
financial markets become unstable he takes the story to the present day when interest rates have sunk lower than at any time in the five
millennia since they were first recorded including the extraordinary appearance of negative rates in europe and japan and highlights how this
has contributed to profound economic insecurity and financial fragility chancellor reveals how extremely low interest rates not only
create asset price inflation but are also largely responsible for weak economic growth rising inequality zombie companies elevated debt
levels and the pensions crises that have afflicted the west in recent years conditions under which economies cannot possibly thrive at the
same time easy money in china has inflated an epic real estate bubble accompanied by the greatest credit and investment boom in history as the
global financial system edges closer to yet another crisis chancellor shows that only by understanding interest can we hope to face the
challenges ahead

Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Process Systems Engineering 2021-06-05

applications of artificial intelligence in process systems engineering offers a broad perspective on the issues related to artificial intelligence
technologies and their applications in chemical and process engineering the book comprehensively introduces the methodology and applications
of ai technologies in process systems engineering making it an indispensable reference for researchers and students as chemical processes and
systems are usually non linear and complex thus making it challenging to apply ai methods and technologies this book is an ideal resource on



emerging areas such as cloud computing big data the industrial internet of things and deep learning with process systems engineering s
potential to become one of the driving forces for the development of ai technologies this book covers all the right bases explains the concept
of machine learning deep learning and state of the art intelligent algorithms discusses ai based applications in process modeling and simulation
process integration and optimization process control and fault detection and diagnosis gives direction to future development trends of ai
technologies in chemical and process engineering

Freedom of Speech A Comparative Law Perspective 2019

freedom of speech a comparative law perspective offers a wide ranging review of free speech law in europe the u s canada and australia with a
special focus on hate speech and on artistic and scientific speech it provides a great deal of information on these topics in a single volume
which presents a considerable value to anyone who wants to study the subject prof christopher wolfe university of dallas the book is
disturbing it encourages to pose serious questions in particular about the phenomenon of the persecution for expressing traditional views
which ceased to be accepted by certain political and intellectual elites it presents the context which allows us to realize how difficult it is
to address such issues nevertheless searching for the answers seems absolutely necessary the analyses of the us law could be considered a
universal parable about the awareness of free speech the analyses of the law in other countries warn us how fragile the protection of
freedom of expression is prof franciszek longchamps de b�rier jagiellonian university in krak�w the volume focuses on an important and complex
theoretical question of practical value which is inscribed in the debate on the limits of freedom of speech it is a collection of independent
studies with a clearly presented central idea written by the authors representing not only different academic institutions and countries but
even different legal cultures such a choice of authors offers a variety of presented evaluations which testifies to the richness of content
included in the book and is an invitation to further studies and analyses prof wojciech lis john paul ii catholic university of lublin

Advances in Industrial and Production Engineering 2021-03-21

this book comprises the select proceedings of the 2nd international conference on future learning aspects of mechanical engineering flame 2020
in particular this volume discusses different topics of industrial and production engineering such as sustainable manufacturing processes
logistics industry 4 0 practices circular economy lean six sigma agile manufacturing additive manufacturing iot and big data in
manufacturing 3d printing simulation manufacturing management and automation surface roughness multi objective optimization and modelling
for production processes developments in casting welding machining and machine tools the contents of this book will be useful for researchers
as well as industry professionals

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 2023-12-18

the adoption of the universal declaration of human rights udhr on 10 december 1948 by the united nations general assembly marked a
groundbreaking moment in the field of international law not only would it start to move away from its original conception as an
exclusively state centered domain it would also mark the progressive transformation of international law into a law for humankind this
instrument started a codification and institution building process that would slowly evolve into a complex framework of treaties bodies



and procedures revolving around the protection of the human being against the actions or omissions of the state this commentary provides a
specific analysis and reflection of how each one of the rights enshrined therein have evolved over time

Low Energy Architecture and Low Carbon Cities 2020-12-04

the built environment is at a turning point with projected trends in population growth and urbanization global demand for new floor area is
expected to rise sharply this will put unprecedented pressure on the availability of natural resources and incur greenhouse gas emissions and
energy demand such environmental stressors risk driving the world away from the un sustainable development goals but equally represent an
opportunity for just sustainability transitions the contents of this book aim to address some of these grand challenges from a multi
disciplinary perspective low energy architecture low carbon cities and the often forgotten sustainability of refugee settlements are some of
the themes dealt with by the authors

Qatar and the Gulf Crisis 2020-03-01

in 2017 saudi arabia bahrain the uae and egypt severed diplomatic ties with qatar launching an economic blockade by land air and sea the self
proclaimed anti terror quartet offered maximalist demands thirteen conditions recalling austria hungary s 1914 ultimatum to serbia they
may even have intended military action well into its second year the standoff in the gulf has no realistic end in sight with the bahraini and
emirati criminalisation of expressing support for qatar and the saudi labelling of detainees as traitors for their alleged qatari links
bitterness has been stoked between deeply interconnected peoples the adviser to the saudi crown prince advocating a moat to physically
separate qatar from the arabian peninsula illustrates the ongoing intensity and irrationality of the crisis most reporting and analysis of
these developments has focused on questions of regional geopolitics and framed the standoff in terms of its impact on largely western
interests lost in this thicket of commentary is consideration of how the qatari leadership and population have responded to the blockade as
the 2022 fifa world cup draws closer the ongoing qatar crisis becomes increasingly important to understand ulrichsen offers an
authoritative study of this international standoff from both sides

Social Life and Issues, Revised Edition 2019-06-01

study the social issues faced by native americans within the context of the genesis of the problems and the efforts made to address them some
of the subjects covered include health hiv aids and violence against women

NOlympians 2020-04-08T00:00:00Z

nolympians inside the fight against capitalist mega sports in los angeles tokyo and beyond investigates the intersection of the global rise of
anti olympics activism and the declining popularity of hosting of the games the olympics were once buoyed by myths of luminous prosperity
and upticks in tourism and jobs but in recent years these assurances have been debunked now more than ever it s clear that the olympics have
transmogrified into a political economic juggernaut that arrives with displacement expanded policing and anti democratic backroom deals



jules boykoff a former professional soccer player who represented the us olympic soccer team zooms in on los angeles where the democratic
socialists of america have launched the nolympics la campaign ahead of the 2028 summer games boykoff shows how dsa la s anti olympics
activism fits with the resurgence of socialism in the us and beyond boykoff s research based on more than 100 interviews with anti olympics
activists personal experiences at protests in los angeles rio de janeiro london and tokyo academic research mass and alternative media
coverage and olympic archives is the backbone for this story of activists fighting against the odds and embracing the transformative politics
of democratic socialism

Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture 1906

this is an open access title available under the terms of a cc by nc nd 4 0 international licence it is free to read at oxford scholarship online
and offered as a free pdf download from oup and selected open access locations the politics of distributing social transfers in sub saharan
africa and south asia provides a systematic analysis of the political processes shaping the distribution of social transfers in six countries in
sub saharan africa and south asia in doing so the book addresses a notable gap in recent research on social protection concerning the politics
of implementation while considerable attention has been devoted to debating the merits of different policy designs and the political factors
shaping the adoption and diffusion of different policy models ultimately the ability of any social transfer programme to deliver on its
promises is dependent on the effective implementation and distribution of social transfers in line with intended objectives the chapters in this
book examine international and sub national variation in programme implementation in bangladesh ethiopia ghana kenya nepal and rwanda
drawing on a common analytical framework that highlights the importance of state capacity and reach rooted in histories of state
formation and contemporary political competition in shaping the distribution of social transfers comparative analysis of the case studies
supports the view that variation in the capacity and reach of the state within countries is a centrally important factor shaping the
effectiveness and impartiality of distribution yet state capacity alone is insufficient rather political competition and power relations shape
how this capacity is actually deployed in practice as such the book underscores the inherently political nature of implementation and
questions common technocratic efforts to improve implementation by de politicizing the social protection policy process

The Politics of Distributing Social Transfers 2022-03-14

design and spirituality examines the philosophical context of our current situation and its implications for design it explores how modernity
and our constricted notions of progress have contributed to today s crisis of values and argues for a re establishment and re affirmation of
self transcending priorities together with an ethos of moderation and sufficiency a wide range of topics are covered including material
culture and spiritual teachings sustainability and the spiritual perspective traditional and indigenous knowledge technology and spirituality
notions of meaningful design and how particular material things can have deeper symbolic significance there are also reflections on areas such
as the language of design busyness and its relationship to wisdom design and social disparity and traditional sacred practices while not
avoiding issues that are controversial and sometimes hard hitting design and spirituality gets to the heart of the key issues affecting us
today and presents them in a highly readable and accessible format the author is a leading thinker in the field and he presents his arguments in a
manner that invites the reader to reflect and think about where we are going why we are going there and what really matters podcasts jesuit
ie podcasts the spiritual dimension of design newbooksnetwork com design and spirituality



Design and Spirituality 2020-12-30

this book will provide a comprehensive overview on the green approach to the research and industrialization of plastic materials an effort
will be made to offer to the reader a critical perspective concerning both oil based plastics and novel bio based and waste derived polymer
formulations a special focus on bio innovation in the area of organic materials will also be delivered

Sustainability of Polymeric Materials 2020-08-10

this book seeks to identify and address gaps in our understanding of maritime security and the role of small navies in europe the majority of
europe s navies are small yet they are often called upon to address a complex array of traditional and non traditional threats this volume
examines the role of small navies within the european security architecture by discussing areas of commonality and difference between navies
and arguing that it is not possible to fully understand either maritime strategy or european security without taking into account the
actions of small navies it contains a number of case studies that provide an opportunity to explore how different european states view the
current security environment and how naval policy has undergone significant changes within the lifetime of the existing naval assets in
addition the book examines how maritime security and naval development in europe might evolve given that economic forecasts will likely limit
the potential procurement of larger naval assets in the future which means that european states will increasingly have to do more with less
in the maritime domain this book will be of much interest to students of maritime strategy naval power strategic studies european politics
and international relations in general

Europe, Small Navies and Maritime Security 2019-09-16

a new york times notable book winner of 2022 lionel gelber prize the first authoritative history of american s longest war by one of the
world s leading scholar practitioners the american war in afghanistan which began in 2001 is now the longest armed conflict in the nation s
history it is currently winding down and american troops are likely to leave soon but only after a stay of nearly two decades in the
american war in afghanistan carter malkasian provides the first comprehensive history of the entire conflict malkasian is both a leading
academic authority on the subject and an experienced practitioner having spent nearly two years working in the afghan countryside and going
on to serve as the senior advisor to general joseph dunford the us military commander in afghanistan and later the chairman of the joint chiefs
of staff drawing from a deep well of local knowledge understanding of pashto and review of primary source documents malkasian moves
through the war s multiple phases the 2001 invasion and after the light american footprint during the 2003 iraq invasion the resurgence of
the taliban in 2006 the obama era surge and the various resets in strategy and force allocations that occurred from 2011 onward
culminating in the 2018 2020 peace talks malkasian lived through much of it and draws from his own experiences to provide a unique vantage
point on the war today the taliban is the most powerful faction and sees victory as probable the ultimate outcome after america leaves is
inherently unpredictable given the multitude of actors there but one thing is sure the war did not go as america had hoped although the al qa
eda leader osama bin laden was killed and no major attack on the american homeland was carried out after 2001 the united states was
unable to end the violence or hand off the war to the afghan authorities which could not survive without us military backing the american
war in afghanistan explains why the war had such a disappointing outcome wise and all encompassing the american war in afghanistan



provides a truly vivid portrait of the conflict in all of its phases that will remain the authoritative account for years to come

The American War in Afghanistan 2021-06-15

the last century has seen enormous leaps in the development of digital technologies and most aspects of modern life have changed
significantly with their widespread availability and use technology at various scales supercomputers corporate networks desktop and
laptop computers the internet tablets mobile phones and processors that are hidden in everyday devices and are so small you can barely see
them with the naked eye all pervade our world in a major way computers and society modern perspectives is a wide ranging and comprehensive
textbook that critically assesses the global technical achievements in digital technologies and how are they are applied in media education
and learning medicine and health free speech democracy and government and war and peace ronald m baecker reviews critical ethical issues
raised by computers such as digital inclusion security safety privacy automation and work and discusses social political and ethical
controversies and choices now faced by society particular attention is paid to new and exciting developments in artificial intelligence and
machine learning and the issues that have arisen from our complex relationship with ai

Computers and Society 2019-04-24

this book covers blockchain from the underlying principles to how it enables applications to survive and surf on its shoulder having covered
the fundamentals of blockchain the book turns to cryptocurrency it thoroughly examines bitcoin before presenting six other major currencies
in a rounded discussion the book then bridges between technology and finance concentrating on how blockchain based applications including
cryptocurrencies have pushed hard against mainstream industries in a bid to cement their positions permanent it discusses blockchain as
underlying banking technology crypto mining and offering cryptocurrency as investment instruments crypto regulations and markets

Inside Blockchain, Bitcoin, and Cryptocurrencies 2019-08-16

now in its twenty seventh edition this indispensable guide to capital taxes provides the reader with annotated legislation in the areas of
stamp duty cat and local property tax all changes brought by the finance act 2018 are included together with any other relevant
legislation since the previous edition all relevant information issued by the revenue commissioners is also included each section of the book
takes the area of tax it deals with and runs through each act and statutory instrument which is relevant to it with notes which detail
definitions amendments cross references e briefings tax briefings former enactments and relevant case law

Capital Tax Acts 2019 2019-06-12

since xi jinping s accession to power in 2012 nearly every aspect of china s relations with africa has grown dramatically beijing has increased
the share of resources it devotes to african countries expanding military cooperation technological investment and educational and
cultural programs as well as extending its political influence this book examines the full scope of contemporary political and security
relations between china and africa david h shinn and joshua eisenman not only explain the specific tactics and methods that beijing uses to



build its strategic relations with african political and military elites but also contextualize and interpret them within china s larger
geostrategy they argue that the priorities of chinese leaders including the conflation of threats to the communist party with threats to the
country a growing emphasis on relations in the global south and a focus on countering u s hegemony have combined to elevate africa s
importance among policy makers in beijing ranging from diplomacy and propaganda to arms sales and space cooperation from increasingly
frequent people s liberation army navy port calls in africa to the rising number of african students studying in china this book marshals
extensive and compelling qualitative and quantitative evidence of the deepening ties between china and africa drawing on two decades of
systematic data and hundreds of surveys and in person interviews shinn and eisenman shed new light on the state of china africa relations
today and consider what the future may hold

China's Relations with Africa 2023-08-01

in recent years italy achieved a modest recovery supported by global economic conditions expansionary monetary policy and structural
reforms however the recovery has recently weakened and italy continues to suffer from long standing social and economic problems living
standards are roughly the same as in 2000 and poverty rates for young people remain high large regional disparities have widened over recent
decades

OECD Economic Surveys: Italy 2019 2019-04-01

canada s constitution act 1982 recognises three indigenous groups indians now referred to as first nations inuit and m�tis indigenous peoples
make a vital contribution to the culture heritage and economic development of canada despite improvements in indigenous well being in recent
decades significant gaps remain with the non indigenous population this study focuses on four priority issues to maximise the potential of
indigenous economies in canada

OECD Rural Policy Reviews Linking Indigenous Communities with Regional Development in
Canada 2020-01-21

this book documents and critiques the historical origins and historiography of schooling and teacher preparation in new zealand the country
has a unique educational history as the overview of the history and development of schools for the nation s children both pakeha european
and maori will highlight

Historical Perspectives on Teacher Preparation in Aotearoa New Zealand 2019-07-11

since 2012 ceasefires have been used in syria to halt violence and facilitate peace agreements however in this book marika sosnowski argues
that a ceasefire is rarely ever just a cease fire instead she demonstrates that ceasefires are not only military tactics but are also tools of
wartime order and statebuilding bringing together rare primary documents and first hand interviews with over eighty syrians and other



experts sosnowski offers original insights into the most critical conflict of our time the syrian civil war from rebel governance to citizen and
property rights humanitarian access to economic networks ceasefires have a range of heretofore underexamined impacts using the most
prominent ceasefires of the war as case studies sosnowski demonstrates the diverse consequences of ceasefires and provides a fuller more
nuanced portrait of their role in conflict resolution

Redefining Ceasefires 2023-04-30

this book familiarizes personnel serving as emergency managers safety officers assistant safety officers and in other safety relevant incident
command system ics roles with physical and psychosocial hazards and stressors that may impact the health and safety of workers and
responders in an all hazards response and ways to minimize exposure this book provides knowledge on regulations and worker safety practices
to the safety officer with an emergency responder background and provides the tools for the safety officer with an industrial hygiene or
safety professional background that help them be successful in this role in order to work together effectively it is important that anyone
responding to an emergency be familiar with all standards and protocols

Health and Safety in Emergency Management and Response 2020-11-05

in this book john p pace provides the most complete account to date of the united nations human rights programme both in substance and in
chronological breadth pace worked at the heart of this programme for over thirty years including as the secretary of the commission on
human rights and coordinator of the world conference on human rights which took place in vienna in 1993 he traces the issues taken up by the
commission after its launch in 1946 and the methods undertaken to enhance absorption and domestication of international human rights
standards he lays out the special procedures carried out by the un and the emergence of international human rights law the book then turns
to the establishment of the office of the high commissioner for human rights and the mainstreaming of human rights across the united nations
system eventually leading to the establishment of the human rights council to replace the commission in 2006 many of the problems we face
today including conflict poverty and environmental issues have their roots in human rights problems this book identifies what has been done at
the international level in the past and points towards what still needs to be done for the future

The United Nations Commission on Human Rights 2020-07-10

refrigeration air conditioning and heat pumps rachp have an important impact on the final energy uses of many sectors of modern society such
as residential commercial industrial transport and automotive moreover rachp also have an important environmental impact due to the
working fluids that deplete the stratospheric ozone layer which are being phased out according to the montreal protocol 1989 last but
not least high global working potential gwp working fluids directly and energy consumption indirectly are responsible for a non negligible
quota of greenhouse gas ghg emissions in the atmosphere thus impacting climate change



Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Heat Pumps 2021-02-11

tom baldwin and marc stears take on seven myths that distort our ideas of england and where the country is heading challenging forensic
compelling sathnam sanghera amusing and frequently enlightening telegraph this iconoclastic masterpiece is well argued and beautifully
written a thoroughly entertaining read alan johnson in an election year when this country stands on the cusp of a change in government there
will once again be efforts to over inflate myths about england that block out what s important in our politics some politicians will talk of
restoring an english birthright of liberty or the swashbuckling self confidence to rule the waves others will yearn for the old fashioned
morality with which they claim england once civilised a savage world still will more look inwards to a story of an enchanted island that
can stand alone and isolated against the world in england tom baldwin bestselling biographer of keir starmer and marc stears influential
think tank head unravel seven myths that have distorted ideas of this country and provided ammunition for charlatans or culture warriors
from both left and right instead of vainly promising to solve everything all at once baldwin and stears provide clues for how a humbler less
grandiose set of ideas rooted in real lives can help fix some of the things that have gone so badly wrong in recent years they travel from
muddy fields in the home counties to the ports of plymouth and hull they visit the old industrial heartland of wolverhampton spend weekends
in the worn down seaside resort of blackpool then gaze up the gleaming towers of modernity on the edge of london and the dreaming spires of
oxford along the way they speak with many different people who tell stories of england including politicians nigel farage and david lammy
campaigner chrisann jarrett playwright james graham and scientist sarah gilbert what emerges is a startlingly fresh and vivid picture of a
country that belongs to everyone or at least to no one in particular

England 2024-04-25

assimilation resilience and survival is the first book to explore the trauma of the boarding school experience at steward indian school and
the resilience of generations of students who persevered there under the most challenging of circumstances

Assimilation, Resilience, and Survival 2022-05

from a pulitzer prize nominated journalist specializing in the middle east this groundbreaking account of the syrian civil war reveals the never
before published true story of a 21st century humanitarian disaster in spring 2011 syrian president bashar al assad turned to his friend and
army commander manaf tlass for advice about how to respond to arab spring inspired protests tlass pushed for conciliation but assad
decided to crush the uprising an act which would catapult the country into an eight year long war killing almost half a million and fueling
terrorism and a global refugee crisis assad or we burn the country examines syria s tragedy through the generational saga of the assad and
tlass families once deeply intertwined and now estranged in bashar s bloody quest to preserve his father s inheritance by drawing on his own
reporting experience in damascus and exclusive interviews with tlass dagher takes readers within palace walls to reveal the family behind the
destruction of a country and the chaos of an entire region dagher shows how one of the world s most vicious police states came to be and
explains how a regional conflict extended globally engulfing the middle east and pitting the united states and russia against one another
timely propulsive and expertly reported assad or we burn the country is the definitive account of this global crisis going far beyond the news
story that has dominated headlines for years



Assad or We Burn the Country 2019-05-28

bringing together some of the world s leading scholars practitioners and human rights activists this groundbreaking volume provides the first
systematic analysis of the 2012 2014 brazilian national truth commission while attentive to the inquiry s local and national dimensions it
offers an illuminating transnational perspective that considers the commission s latin american regional context and relates it to global
efforts for human rights accountability contributing to a more general and critical reassessment of truth commissions from a variety of
viewpoints

The Brazilian Truth Commission 2019-05-10

this book covers the developing field of open source research and discusses how to use social media satellite imagery big data analytics and
user generated content to strengthen human rights research and investigations the topics are presented in an accessible format through
extensive use of images and data visualization �diteur
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